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$L$ 2 $\leq$ 3 $(L, \leq)$
(ordered set)
$a\leq a$ ( $re$flective) (1)
$a\leq b$ and $b\leq a$ imply that $a=b$ (antisymmetric) (2)
$a\leq b$ and $b\leq c$ imply that $a\leq c$ (transitive) (3)





Proposition 1 $(S, *)$ $*$ $\leq$ $a,$ $b\in S$
$a\leq_{*}b\Leftrightarrow a*b=b$ (7)
$(S, \leq_{*})$
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$n$ $n$ $(A, ***)$ $(A, *i)$
$(i\in\{1,2, \ldots, n\})$ $n$ (n-semilattice) $S_{n}$
$\{$ 1, 2, $\ldots n\}$ symmetric group $a,$ $b\in A$ $\sigma\in S_{n}$
$n!$
$((((a*_{\sigma(1)}b)*_{\sigma(2)}b)*_{\sigma(3)}b)\ldots*_{\sigma(n)}b)=b$ (8)
$n$- (n-roundabout absorption laws)
2 $(A, **)$ 2-
$*1$ $*2$ V $\wedge$
3 $(A, ***)$ 3- (trice)
1.2 line partition order
$(X, \leq)$ $a\in X$ $\{x\in X|a\leq x\}$ $U(a)$
$\{x\in X|a\leq x\}$ $L(a)$ $R$ $X$
$R^{2}$
Definition 1 $a\in X$ $U(a)$ $a$ 2
$\leq$ (upper line partition order)
2 $l_{U,a,R}$ $l_{U,a,L}$ $L(a)$
$a$ 2 $\leq$




$l_{U,a,R}$ $U(a)$ $l_{U,a,L}$ $U(a)$
$l_{L,a,R}$ $L(a)$ $l_{L,a,L}$ $L(a)$
Example 1
$U(a)$ $a=(a_{1}, a_{2})\in R^{2}$
$a_{2}\geq 0$ $U(a)=\{(x,$ $y)|y>2x-2a_{1}+a_{2}$ and $y>-2x+2a_{1}-a_{2}\}$
$a_{2}<0$ $U(a)=\{(x,$ $y)|y>x-a_{1}+a_{2}$ and $y>-x+a_{1}-a_{2}\}$
( ) $R^{2}$
Proposition 2 $a\in X$ $l_{U,a,R}$ $l_{L,\dot{a},R}$
$a\in X$ $l_{U,a,L}$ $l_{L,a,L}$
$a,$ $b\in X$ $l_{U,a,R}\Vert l_{U,b,R}\Vert l_{L,a,R}\Vert l_{L,b,R}$ ( $\Vert$ )
$a,$ $b\in X$ $l_{U,a,L}\Vert l_{U,b,L}\Vert l_{L,a,L}\Vert l_{L,b,L}$
Proof $l_{U,a,R}$ $b(b\neq a)$ $a\leq b$ $a\in L(b)$ $l_{L,b,R}$ $a$
$l_{U,a,L}$ $c$ $a\leq c(a=c$
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)
$l_{U,a,R}$ $l_{L,b,R}$ $(a\neq c$ $)$ $c\leq b$
$b\in U(c)$ $l_{U,c,R}$ $l_{U,a,R}$ $d$
$l_{U,c,R}$ $c$ $d$ $e$ $e$ $l_{U,c,R}$ $e\in U(c)$
$c\leq e$ $a\leq c$ $a\leq e$ $e$ $l_{U,a,R}$ $e\not\in U(a)$
$a\not\leq e$
$l_{U,a,R}$ $l_{L,b,R}$ $l_{U,a,R}$ $x$
$l_{U,x,R}$ $l_{L,x,R}$
$l_{U,a,R}$ $y$ $l_{U,y,R}$ $l_{U,a,R}$
$l_{U,a,R}$ $l_{U,y,R}$ $p$ $l_{U,p,R}$ $l_{U,a,R}$
$l_{U,y,R}$
$a\in X$ $l_{U,a,R}$ $l_{L,a,R}$
$a\in X$ $l_{U,a,L}$ $l_{L,a,L}$
$l_{U,a,R}$ $l_{U,a,L}$
$l_{U,a,R}$ $l_{U,a,L}$ Proposition 1
$(R^{2}, \leq)$
$(R^{2}, *<)$ $X\subset R^{2}$ $(X, *\leq)$
(line partition order semilattice)
1.3 methodical trice
3 $X$
$R^{2}$ 3 $\leq_{1},$ $\leq_{2},$ $\leq_{3}$
$***$ $n\in\{1,2,3\}$




$\leq_{1},$ $\leq_{2},$ $\leq_{3}$ $X$ $t_{1)}t_{2},$ $t_{3}$ $t_{1}\neq t_{2}\neq t_{3}\neq t_{1}$
$oL_{1}(t_{1})\cap L_{2}(t_{2})\cap L_{3}(t_{3})\supset X$
$Q$ $a\in X$ $U_{1}(a)\cup U_{2}(a)\cup U_{3}(a)\cup L_{1}(a)\cup L_{2}(a)\cup L_{3}(a)=R^{2}$
$\bullet$ $m,$ $n\in\{1,2,3\}(m\neq n)$ $U_{m}(a)\cap U_{n}(a)=L_{m}(a)\cap L_{n}(a)=\{a\}$
$\bullet$ $a,$ $b\in X$ $\leq_{1},$ $\leq_{2},$ $\leq_{3}$
$\bullet$ $(X, ***)$




$X$ $I$ $R$ $[0,1]$
Definition 2 $X$ $I$ $X$ ( ) (fuzzy (sub)set)
( $X$
$I^{X}$
( ) $X$ $A$
$A=\{\langle x, l^{x_{A}(x)\}}:x\in X\}$
$\mu_{A}$





$(a)$ $A\subseteq B$ iff $A(x)\leq B(x)(x\in X)$
$(b)$ $A=B$ iff $A\subseteq B$ and $B\subseteq A$
$(c)$ $A^{c}$ iff $A^{c}(x)=1-A(x)(x\in X)$
$(d)$ $A\cap B$ iff $A\cap B=A(x)\wedge B(x)(x\in X)$
$(e)$ $A\cup B$ iff $A\cup B=A(x)\vee B(x)(x\in X)$
$I$
$R$ ( $+$ )
$I$ $L$
L-




Definition 3 $X$ (intuitionistic fuzzy set ) $A$
$A=\{\{x, \mu_{A}(x), \nu_{A}(x)\rangle : x\in X\}$
$\mu_{A}$ l A $X$ $I$ $x\in X$




Definition 4 $A=\{\{x, \mu_{A}(x), \nu_{A}(x)\rangle :x\in X\}$ $B=\{\langle x,$ $\mu_{B}(x)\dot,$ $\nu_{B}(x))$ :
$x\in X\}$
$(a)$ $A\subseteq B$ iff $l^{l}A(x)\leq l^{lB}(x)$ and $UB(x)\leq$ l $A(x)$
$(b)$ $A=B$ iff $A\subseteq B$ and $B\subseteq A$
$(c)$ $A^{c}=\{\{x, \nu_{A}(x). \mu_{A}(x)\rangle:x\in X\}$
$(d)$ $A\cap B=\{\{x,\mu_{A}(x)\wedge\mu_{B}(x), l\text{ _{}A}(x)\vee\nu_{B}(x)\}:x\in X\}$
$(e)$ $A\cup B=\{\{x,\mu_{A}(x)\vee\mu_{B}(x), \nu_{A}(x)\wedge\nu_{B}(x)\}:x\in X\}$
$(f)$ $[]A=\{\{x, \mu_{A}(x), 1-\mu_{A}(x)\} :x\in X\}$
$(g)$ $\langle\}A=\{(x_{\mathfrak{i}}1-\nu_{A}(x), \nu_{A}(x)\} :x\in X\}$
$($ IF$(X),$ $\subseteq)$ $\cap$ , $\wedge,$ $\vee$
$c$





$I\cross I$ $(0,0),$ $(1,0),$ $(1,1)$
$L_{1}=\{(t_{1},$ $t_{2})\in I\cross I$ : $0\leq t_{1}\leq 1,0\leq t_{2}\leq 1$ and $t_{2}\leq t_{1}\}$ .
$L_{I}$ $(t_{1}, t_{2})_{\dot{\ell}}(s_{1}, s_{2})\in L_{I}$
$(t_{1}, t_{2})\leq(s_{1}, s_{2})\Leftrightarrow t_{1}\leq s_{1}$ and $t_{2}\leq s_{2}$
IF$(X)$ $L_{I}^{X}$ $f$
$f(\{\{x,\mu_{A}(x),$ $\nu_{A}(x)\}$ : $x\in X\})(x)=(1-\nu_{A}(x), \mu_{A}(x))$
$($ IF$(X),$ $\subseteq)$ $(L_{I}^{X}, \leq)$ $L_{I}$ $c$
$(t_{1}, t_{2})^{c}=(1-t_{2},1-t_{1})$ for $(t_{1}, t_{2})\in L_{I}$
IF$(X)$ $c$










3 Trice fuzzy set
3.1 $L_{I}$
L 3
$t\leq_{1}s$ $\Leftrightarrow$ $t_{1}\leq s_{1}$ and $t_{1}-t_{2}\leq s_{1}-s_{2}$ (9)
$t\leq_{2}s$ $\Leftrightarrow$ $t_{2}\leq s_{2}$ and $t_{1}-t_{2}\leq s_{1}-s_{2}$ (10)
$t\leq_{3}s$ $\Leftrightarrow$ $t_{1}\leq s_{1}$ and $t_{2}\leq s_{2}$ . (11)
for $t=(t_{1}, t_{2}),$ $s=(s_{1}, s_{2})\in L_{I}$ . $\leq_{1},$ $\leq_{2},$ $\leq_{3}$
$***$
Proposition 3 $(L_{I,1,2,3}***)$
Proof $**,$ $*3$ $I,$ $O,$ $H$
Proposition 4 $L_{I}$ V, $\wedge,$ $c(not)$
$*1,$ $**$
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Figure 2: 3 $t$ $L_{I}$
Proof
$t\vee s$ $=$ $((t*1S)*3t)*1((t*1s)*3s)$ (12)
$t\wedge s$ $=$ $((t*2s)*3t)*2((t*2s)*3S)$ (13)














$R$ ( ) $+$ $R$
$+$ $\wedge(\min)$ V(max) $+$
$I$ $I$
$+$ $I_{\vee}’R$ $+$ $I$
1 1 $\ominus$ $\ominus$
$I$ $\oplus$ G) $a,$ $b\in I$
$a\oplus b=$ $(a+b)\wedge 1$ (19)
$ab=$ $(a+b-1)\vee O$ (20)
(bounded sum) $L_{I}$
$L_{I}$ $\oplus$ $t=(t_{1}, t_{2}),$ $s=(s_{1}, s_{2})\in L_{I}$
$t\oplus s$ $=$ $((t_{1}+s_{1})\wedge 1, (t_{2}+s_{2})\wedge 1)$ (21)
$ts$ $=$ $((t_{1}+s_{1}-1)\vee 0, (t_{2}+s_{2}-1)\vee 0)$ (22)
$t\oplus s$ $t$ $s$ $O$ $O$
$tOs$ $I$
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$R$ $+$ $\wedge(\min)$ V $( \max)$ $L_{I}$ $\ominus,$ $L_{I}$
$\wedge,$ $\vee,$
$c$
Proposition 5 $L_{I}$ $\oplus$ , $L_{I}$ $***$
Proof $t,$ $s$ $O$ $I$ $t=(t, t),$ $s=$
$(s, s)$
$t\oplus s$ $=$ $(t^{c}*3(s\wedge t^{c})*{}_{2}H*1O)^{c}$ (23)
$ts$ $=$ $(t^{c:}\oplus s^{c})^{c}$ (24)
$c,$ $\wedge$ $***$
$t,$ $s\in L_{I}$
$[]$ $(t\oplus s)$ $=$ $[]$ $t\oplus$ $[]$ $s$ and
$\{\rangle(t\oplus s)$ $=$ $\{\}t\oplus\{)s$
$t\oplus s$ $=$ $([](t\oplus s))*3(\{\}(t\oplus s))$
$=$ $([]t\oplus[]s)*3(\langle\rangle t\oplus\langle\}s))$
$t\in L_{I}$ $[]t,$ $(\rangle t$ $O$ $I$ $t\oplus s$ $*1,$ $*2,$ $*3$
$ts$ (





Definition 5 $X$ $T$ $X$ $T$ ( ) (trice
$T$ fuzzy (sub)set ) $T$ $T^{X}$
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